Xbloc – General

The main advantages of Xbloc are:
• Robust and durable with a track record of more than 15 years
• Lowest concrete consumption as compared to other available armour units (equal to XblocPlus)
• Adaptability to sharp curves and roundheads
• Rough/industrial appearance

The block shape

XblocPlus – General

The main advantages of the XblocPlus are:
• Increased safety margin in adopted stability number
• Lowest concrete consumption as compared to other available armour units (equal to Xbloc)
• 25%-35% less units to cast and place
• Fast and easy block placement
• Aesthetic appearance of the XblocPlus armour layer

The block shape

Xbloc – XblocPlus combination

Combination of Xbloc and XblocPlus units for the fastest and most economical solution:
• Xbloc units for flexible placement on the breakwater heads and sharp curves
• XblocPlus units for fast and easy placement on straight and mildly curved breakwater sections
• Lowest concrete use as compared to other units on the market
• No maintenance
• High stability and robustness
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